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Abstract

Background and purpose
To identify anatomical and/or preplanning characteristics correlated with left descending artery (LAD)
dose and therefore provide guidance in the selection of patients with left-breast cancer that could bene�t
the most from the use of deep inspiration breath hold radiotherapy (DIBH-RT).

Materials and methods
We retrospectively identi�ed patients with left-sided breast cancer who underwent whole breast
radiotherapy in DIBH and extracted data from treatment plans in free-breathing (FB) and DIBH. The
following anatomical parameters were obtained from the planning CTs in FB: lung volume, heart volume,
breast separation, minimum distance from LAD to tangent open �eld. Receiving operating characteristics
was also performed to de�ne the cut-off point of parameters to use in LAD dosimetry prediction. Areas
under the curve (AUCs) were calculated for all variables. Post-test probability has been calculated to
evaluate advantage for parameters combination.

Results
One hundred ninety-seven patients were identi�ed. The strongest predictor at FB CT scan of LAD
maximum dose > 10 Gy and a LAD mean dose > 4 Gy was the minimum distance of LAD from tangent
open �elds. Adding consecutively other preplanning anatomic parameters, the positive predictive value
(PPV) to identify patients at risk of higher dose to LAD was > 90%.

Conclusions
The dosimetric bene�t of DIBH is valid for all patients and DIBH should be preferred for all left sided
patients; however we can identify a subgroup of patients who bene�t the least from DIBH. This is the
group with favorable anatomy: limited breast separation, well expanded lungs, LAD distant from open
tangent �elds.

Introduction
Adjuvant radiotherapy is a standard of care in treatment of breast cancer in patients undergoing both
breast-conserving (BCT) or mastectomy, improving loco-regional control and overall survival [1, 2].

Despite the bene�ts of RT, left-sided breast cancer radiotherapy showed a higher incidence of adverse
cardiac health effects, occurring even many years after treatment and even causing premature mortality.
Cardiovascular mortality from left-sided RT is signi�cantly higher compared with right-sided RT and is
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more evident after ≥ 15 years of follow-up (RR: 1.23, 95% CI: 1.08–1.41, P < 0.001) [3]. The development
of these long-term cardiovascular toxicities seems to be caused by microvascular endothelial injury and
myocardial remodeling, as well as oxidative stress and in�ammation. This damage has shown to be
related to incidental cardiac dose linearly associated with increased risk of major coronary events [4, 5].
Incidental cardiac dose appears to also be related to the risk of early post radiotherapy perfusion defects
on functional imaging [6].

Left descending artery (LAD) irradiation has been increasingly recognized as a relevant mechanism of
cardiac damage in preclinical [7 ]and clinical studies. In fact, left sided breast cancer patients showed
myocardial perfusion changes in the LAD distribution [8] and LAD stenosis measured by angiography
was more common in left sided than right sided breast cancer patients undergoing adjuvant radiotherapy
[9]. In addition, both LAD maximum and mean dose were associated with coronary artery calcium score > 
0 [10] and women receiving mean doses between 1-5Gy to the mid LAD had an increased risk for a later
coronary intervention compared to women receiving mean doses of 0–1Gy [11] .

Nowadays, there are several radiation technique that allow heart sparing: those that reduce treatment
volume to tumor bed (partial breast irradiation, PBI); those able to decrease the delivery of higher dose to
the heart, using intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) or volumetric arc therapy (VMAT); and those
that reduce cardiac exposure to radiation by moving the heart away from the target, such us prone
position or deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH). Particularly, the latter increases the physical separation
between the chest wall and the heart during inspiration and has recently been recommended as the best
heart sparing technique available [12]. Literature data reports a reduction of mean heart dose ranging
from 38–59% and a reduction of mean dose to left descending artery (LAD) ranging from 31–71% with
DIBH [13].

However, even if the bene�t from this technique is clearly recognized, not all patients achieve the same
degree of bene�t. Therefore, as not all patients are compliant in performing DIBH, showing different
degrees of cooperation, as the treatment itself prolongs simulation and treatment delivery times increase
staff workload, patient commitment and treatment cost, it would be useful to identify predictors of
dosimetric bene�t, especially in the context of limited resources.

Several studies have mainly evaluated anatomical predictors of mean heart dose (MHD) reduction with
BH technique [13, 14]. However, mean heart dose does not seem to be representative of dose to the LAD
[15].

In fact in the BACCARAT study, among left-sided breast cancer patients with a mean heart dose lower
than 3 Gy, more than half of patients could receive dose greater than 40 Gy. Therefore the authors
concluded that the dose delivered to the cardiac substructures, such as the LAD, should also be assessed
[15].

Based on the above considerations, the aim of this study was to identify in a large dataset of patients
anatomical and/or treatment preplanning characteristics correlated with LAD dose in order to guide
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selection of patients with left-breast cancer that could bene�t the most from the use of DIBH-RT.

Methods And Material

Patient selection
We retrospectively identi�ed patients with left-sided breast cancer treated with whole breast adjuvant
radiotherapy (WBRT) in DIBH at our institute from 2014 to 2018. As we routinely have FB contingency
plans for all patients treated with DIBH, we performed a quantitative retrospective analysis of dosimetric
data from treatment plans in free-breathing (FB) and DIBH for each patient. Patients gave informed
consent for the use of clinical ad image data for research purpose.

Simulation, contouring and treatment planning
All patients were positioned supine on a breast board with both arms raised above the head. Each patient
received a training session to establish the individual deep inspiration level. Patients who were not able to
maintain a stable deep inspiration breath hold for at least 20 seconds were deemed not eligible for DIBH
technique. First patients underwent a FB CT scan immediately followed by a DIBH CT scan in the same
position. The scan was extended from the jugular notch to 5 cm below the lower edge of the breast with a
scan interval of 5 mm. The target volume, the heart, left anterior descending artery (LAD), contralateral
breast and ipsilateral lung were manually contoured on each CT slice by a radiation oncologist with at
least 5 years’ experience, following the RTOG guidelines [16] and heart atlas published by Feng et al [17].
Target volumes and OARs were contoured using Eclipse Treatment Planning System (TPS). The total
prescribed dose was 50 Gy in 25 fractions. Treatment plans consisted of a simple wedged tangential plan
(with gantry angles optimized to match divergence of the posterior edges of the beam) to avoid
contralateral irradiation and to minimize the ipsilateral lung and heart area. Moreover, in some cases a
�eld in �eld technique or irregular surface compensator technique was also applied.

Anatomical and treatment planning data
The following anatomical parameters were obtained from the planning CTs in FB: lung volume (cc), heart
volume (cc), breast separation (cm), minimum distance from LAD to tangent open �eld. The last one was
the shortest distance measured between LAD and tangent open �elds on both axial and sagittal scan
planes. Heart dosimetric data collected from both plans (FB and DIBH) for each patient were mean LAD
dose and maximum LAD dose. Furthermore, the differences of these values (Δ, %) between FB and DIBH
plans were also calculated.

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables were reported as mean and standard deviation. Comparison between the dosimetric
data of the two techniques (FB and vDIBH) was performed by means of the non-parametric Mann-
Whitney’s test (p value < 0.05 were considered as signi�cant). We identi�ed a LAD maximum dose ≤ 
10 Gy and a LAD mean dose ≤ 4 Gy as clinical goal. In fact, most patients (except for the upper quartile)
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treated with BH technique received doses lower than this. We evaluated which anatomical variables in FB
scan were predictors of LAD dose higher than 10 Gy (maximum dose) and 4 Gy (mean dose). Receiving
operating characteristics (ROC analysis) was also performed to de�ne the cut-off point of anatomical
parameters to use in LAD dosimetry prediction. Areas under the curve (AUCs) were calculated for all
variables. Post-test probability has been calculated to evaluate advantage for anatomical parameters
combination [18]. The Med-Calc 11.6.1.0 statistical package (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium)
was used for all statistical analysis.

Results
One hundred ninety-seven patients were identi�ed and data from 394 treatment plans was extracted and
analyzed.

Dosimetric comparison

Median, mean and interquartile range values of mean and maximum LAD dose in both plans are
summarized in table 1. All values were signi�cantly reduced in BH plans (�gure 1). In particular,
maximum and mean dose to LAD were reduced by 31.7% (mean value, SD=22) and 28.1% (mean value,
SD=17) in BH plans compared to FB plans.

ROC curve analysis

By ROC curve analysis, several anatomic variables measured in the FB scan (minimum distance from
LAD to tangent open �elds, heart volume, lung volume, breast separation) have been independently tested
to predict for a LAD maximum dose > 10 Gy and for a LAD mean dose > 4 Gy. For LAD maximum dose >
10 Gy, cut off value of minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds resulted < - 0.1 cm whereas for LAD
mean dose > 4 Gy the cut-off was increased (<0.49 cm). Otherwise, similar cut off values of heart and
lung volume (> 650 cc, < 1100cc respectively) could predict both mean (> 4 Gy) and maximum LAD dose
(> 10 Gy). Table 2 summarizes AUCs for each variable cut point (only AUCs of variables with a p value
<0.1 are shown). ROC comparison curves of variables at FB scans predicting a LAD maximum dose > 10
Gy and a LAD mean dose > 4 are shown in �gure 2.

Post-test probability analysis

The minimum distance of LAD from tangent open �elds was the strongest predictor of receiving a LAD
maximum dose (Dmax) > 10 Gy and a LAD mean dose (Dmean) > 4 Gy was. For detecting a LAD
maximum dose > 10 Gy the AUC was 0.801 (95%CI : 0.649-0.908) with an odd ratio approximately 4
times higher when the minimum distance is lower than - 0.1 cm (OR=4.363; 95%IC:1.80-10.53, p=0.0010).
The positive predictive value to discriminate patients with a LAD maximum dose > 10Gy was 73%, if the
minimum distance of LAD from tangent �eld was < -0.1 cm. Adding consecutively other parameters such
as heart volume greater than 655.5 cc and lung volume lower than or equal to 1087.7 cc, the positive
predictive value (PPV) was increased from 73% to 91% (see Table 3). For detecting a LAD mean dose > 4
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Gy the AUC was 0.715 (95%CI : 0.553-0.845) with an odd ratio of approximately 5 times higher when the
minimum distance is lower than or equal to 0.5 cm (OR=: 4.9687; 95%IC: 2.0662-11.9486, p=0.0003). In
fact, the minimum distance of LAD from tangent open �elds < 0.49 cm showed a positive predictive value
of 79%. Adding consecutively other parameters such as heart volume greater than >652.6 cc, a lung
volume < 1190.6 and a breast separation > 16.1 cm, the positive predictive value was increased from 79%
to 98% (see Table 3).

Discussion
The aim of this study was to identify anatomical and/or pre planning characteristics correlated with LAD
dose. Recent guidelines recommend the following dose constraints for LAD: Dmean < 10 Gy; V30 Gy
(volume of LAD receiving ≥ 30 Gy) < 2%; V40 Gy (volume of LAD receiving ≥ 40 Gy) < 1% [19] However, we
chose a cut point of 10 Gy and 4 Gy for LAD maximum and mean dose respectively, as 75% of patients
treated with BH technique in our cohort received lower doses. We, therefore, believed that these cut points
could be reasonable for our study purpose.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest series investigating the combination of anatomical
factors in predicting LAD doses. Register S et al found among 64 patients that only changes in heart
volume in �eld predicted for cardiac sparing in terms of heart mean dose, heart V30Gy, LAD maximum
dose and LAD V40 Gy, not �nding any other anatomic surrogates for heart dosimetric bene�t [14].
Similarly Rochet et al in a small subset of patients found that free breathing cardiac contact distance
was a good predictor for cardiac dose [20.] More recently, Cao N et al provided a very useful prediction
model for mean heart dose reduction from a set of 67 consecutive breast cancer patients. Particularly, in
this model FB heart- to chest distance and cardiac-contact distance measured in both the axial and
sagittal planes were used as anatomic predictors of cardiac sparing [13]. In our study, the minimum
distance of LAD from tangent �elds was the best anatomical variable measured in FB CT scan able to
discriminate patients at higher risk to receive a maximum LAD dose > 10 Gy and a mean LAD dose of
4 Gy with a PPV of 73% and 79% respectively. This simple and easily obtainable parameter ultimately
represents the LAD portion more exposed to radiation based on treatment �eld geometry. Interestingly, not
only negative values (LAD within the tangent �elds), but also positive values (LAD close to tangent �elds)
were predictors of higher dose to LAD. Even if several anatomic parameters were meaningfully related
with LAD doses (Table 2), only minimum distance of LAD at ROC comparison curves analysis (Fig. 2)
retained signi�cance. However, combining the different parameters, the PPV increased from 73% to 91%
for detecting a LAD maximum dose > 10 Gy and from 79–98% for detecting a LAD mean dose > 4 Gy.
Therefore a combination of anatomic factors plays a role in increasing LAD exposure and should be
carefully considered.

This study has several limitations. First, this patient population included only patients receiving
radiotherapy to the intact breast (WBRT) with tangent 3-D conformal �eld. Thus, the results cannot be
extended to patients receiving post-mastectomy radiotherapy and to patients treated with intensity
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) or volumetric arc therapy (VMAT). Second, all measurements were
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collected retrospectively and, considering inter and intra-observer variability in the contouring of the LAD,
this could determine unseen biases. For this reason, all LAD contours were reviewed independently by 2
physicians.

On the other hand, the strengths of our study rely on the large amount of data available for the analysis
and on the combined effect on dose prediction of different anatomical and preplanning characteristics.
This is a novel and interesting �nding.

In conclusion, the DIBH plans achieved lower doses to the LAD in all patients; this can be particularly
important taking into account that BH technique suffers less from organ motion than FB and, therefore,
the administered dose to heart and its substructures is more likely to be similar to those of the treatment
plan.

DIBH should be the �rst option when treating left-sided breast cancer patients; however we can identify a
subgroup of patients who bene�t the least from DIBH. This is the group with favorable anatomy: limited
breast separation, well expanded lungs, LAD distant from open tangent �elds. This should be taken into
consideration for patients selection in a setting of limited resources as BH technique requires more
efforts for the patient and the therapist than FB.
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Tables
Table 1.

LAD dose metrics: free-breathing (FB) and breath hold (BH) plans,

 dose reduction between FB and BH plans .

  FB plans BH plans

LAD mean dose (Gy)    

Mean 4.8 3.5

Median 4.5 3.2

Percentiles                                         

25 3.6 2.6

50 4.5 3.2

75 5.5 4.1

LAD maximum dose (Gy)    

Mean 12.8 8.2

Median 11.1 7.5

Percentiles                                         

25 8.5 5.7

50 11.1 7.5

75 16.9 9.7

LAD: left descending artery

Table 2. ROC analysis for predictors of LAD Dmax >10Gy and LAD Dmean > 4 Gy
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LAD Dmax > 10Gy AUC 95%IC p value

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds < -0.11 cm 0.714 0.614-0.801 <0.0001

Lung Volume <1087.7 0.626 0.553-0.695 0.002

Heart volume > 655.51 cc 0.660 0.497-0.799 0.07

LAD Dmean >4Gy

 

AUC 95%IC P value

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds <0.49cm 0.687 0.588-0.744 0.001

Breast separation >16.1cm 0.649 0.550-0.740 0.008

Heart volume >652.6 cc 0.672 0.508 -0.810 0.051

Lung volume < 1190.6 0.624 0.519-0.722 0.050

Table 3. FB scans predictors of LAD Dmax > 10 and LAD Dmean > 4

FB scans predictors of LAD Dmax > 10 PPV
(%)

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds < -0.1 cm 73

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds < -0.1 + Heart volume > 655.5 cc 87

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds < -0.1 + Heart Volume > 655.5 cc + Lung
Volume <1087.7

91

FB scans predictors of LAD Dmean > 4 PPV
(%)

 

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds <0.5 cm 79

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds <0.5 cm + Breast separation >16.1cm 91

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds <0.5 cm + Breast separation >16.1 cm+ Heart
volume >652.6 cc

96

Minimum distance from LAD to tangent �elds <0.5 cm + Breast separation >16.1+ Heart
volume >652.6 cc+ Lung volume < 1190.6

98

Figures
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Figure 1

Heart dosimetry comparison between free-breathing and breath hold plans

Figure 2
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ROC curve comparison of predictors of LAD maximum dose > 10 Gy (left side) and of LAD mean dose > 4
Gy (right side)


